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30. Wonders concerning the Nature of Corporeal Substance1  Aiv279    [March 29, 1683]2

Even though extension and motion are more distinctly understood than other
qualities, since all the rest have to be explained using them, it really must still be
acknowledged that neither extension nor motion can be understood distinctly by us at
all. This is because on the one hand we are always embroiled in the difficulties
concerning the composition of the continuum and the infinite, and on the other, because
there are in fact no precise shapes in the nature of things, and consequently no precise
motions.3 And just as color and sound are phenomena, rather than true attributes of
things containing a certain absolute nature without relation to us, so too are extension
and motion. For it cannot really be said just which subject the motion is in.
Consequently nothing in motion is real besides the force and power vested in things,
that is to say, beyond their having such a constitution that from it there follows a
change of phenomena constrained by certain rules.4

Extension does not belong to the substance of a body, and neither does motion, but
only matter, i.e. the principle of passion or of limited nature, and form, i.e. the principle
of action or of unlimited nature. For every created thing contains both the limited and
the unlimited:5 the limited in respect of distinct cognition, and of irresistible power, and
the unlimited in respect of confused cognition and of diffused action. For every soul, or
rather every corporeal substance, is confusedly omniscient and diffusedly omnipotent.6
For nothing happens in the whole world which it does not perceive, and it has no
endeavour that does not extend to infinity. Form is not improperly said to be the
primary act. Every created thing has matter and form, i.e. is corporeal. Every substance
is immortal. Every corporeal substance has a soul. Every soul is immortal. It is probable
that every soul, indeed every corporeal substance, has always existed from the
beginning of things. A pile or entity by aggregation such as a heap of stones should not
be called a corporeal substance, but only a phenomenon.7 Corporeal substance has no
definite extension.

There are as many souls as there are substantial atoms or corporeal substances.
If bulk is of the essence of human substance it is inexplicable how a person might

remain the same.
This puts an end to the inextricable difficulties concerning the origin of things and

forms, because they have no origin and there is no generation of substances.
                                                  
1 LH IV, I, 14c: sheet 11. This piece is scrawled on the back of a small bill (3.5 x 19 cm.), folded twice.
Edited for the Vorausedition by Ursula Franke as Ve82: 294-5 (Faszikel 2, 1983).
2 The bill is dated March 29, 1683.
3 This argument, implicit in Aiii69, is spelled out particularly clearly in “There is no Perfect Shape in
Bodies” of c. 1686 (Aiv310).
4 In a similar vein, Leibniz writes in De modo distinguendi phaenomena realia ab imaginariis (dated Summer
1683-Winter 1685/86 by watermark): “Concerning bodies I can demonstrate that not only light, heat,
color and similar quantities are apparent, but also motion, and shape, and extension. And if anything is
real, it is only the force of acting and being acted upon, and so the substance of body consists in this (as if
in matter and form). But those bodies which do not have a substantial form are merely phenomena, or at
any rate aggregates of true bodies.” (Aiv299: v481).
5 Here the Akademie edition mistakenly has infinitum (infinite) for Leibniz's illimitatum (unlimited), which I
have corrected by reference to the microfilm copy at Hanover.
6 The first part of this echoes what Leibniz earlier said of minds in 1676 in Aiii76: 524 above.
7 Cf. “There is no such thing as One Body” (Aiv278) and “A Body is not a Substance” (Aiv316) above.


